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  An attraction based on Disney’s “Tron” and “Tron : Legacy”

     By Roby Brown 
           

 Summary

The Grid. A world of Light Cycles, Identity Disks and power. Created by computer pioneer Kevin 

Flynn, this digital frontier started as a place for video games, but grew into something bigger. It 
became a haven where breakthroughs in science, medicine and technology could be 
researched. Flynn sacrificed himself to make sure his digital frontier would never fall into the 
wrong hands.  But, it has. And we’re the only thing preventing it from being erased. 
Permanently. 

The virus program Alcon has found its way onto the Grid, and has begun overtaking the 
system. Programs are fighting other programs. Tron City is under siege. The game arena is 
back in operation. Tron, the defender of the Grid, pulls in reinforcements from the real world.  
Tron has given his apprentice, Kala, the important task of being the human’s mission leader. 

Visitors travel Tron City aboard a Light Runner, which is powered by the rider’s digital DNA. 

Only a successful revolt against Alcon will prevent total destruction of the Grid. Tron: Revolt 
puts the power to save the Grid in the hands of humans, but will it be enough to stop Alcon? 

Beginning their adventure at Flynn’s Arcade, guests are digitized and transported onto the Grid. 
Traveling aboard a sleek Light Runner, they’ll be thrust into a dangerous Light Cycle game.  
They’ll avoid treacherous creatures deep below Tron City. They’ll use their Identity Disks to 
derez (a.k.a. destroy) Alcon’s army, and battle the evil virus himself in a thrilling battle along the 
tracks of Tron City’s Light Rail. Finally, it’s a race against time to make it home through the 

unstable Exit Portal. 

This dark ride motion simulator attraction transports guests into the high-energy world of Tron.  
A touch-sensitive “power” restraint bar gives guests partial say in the actions of their Enhanced 
Motor Vehicle. 3-D effects and large screens will bring the digital world to life with breathtaking 



realism. A special ENCOM ID card, which can be picked up in Tomorrowland, will truly place 

guests into the world of Tron through photo-projection technology. 

With an immersive environment, state-of-the-art special effects, a dynamic ride vehicle, 
immersive 3-D and music inspired by the energetic ‘Tron: Legacy’ score by Daft Punk, Tron: 
Revolt will electrify Tomorrowland users and programs of all ages. 

Attraction Narrative Walkthrough

TOMORROWLAND AREA

Ah, another picture-perfect day in Tomorrowland. Should we do Space Mountain first? As we 
wander through this futuristic land, we notice something outside Buzz Lightyear’s Astro 
Blasters.  It looks like a phone booth. Taking a closer look, we recognize the name emblazoned 

on the side - ENCOM. We’re invited to step inside the booth and have our picture taken for our 
ENCOM ID, a personalized card for our digital lifestyle. Say cheese. Instead of a photo, we 
receive a paper card marked with a scannable code.  Hey, what’s it say on the back? 

“FOLLOWERS OF FLYNN. VISIT FLYNN’S ARCADE. HERE IN TOMORROWLAND”.

 Strange, yet oddly inviting. Let’s check it out. 

EXTERIOR QUEUE - FLYNN’S ARCADE

Upon first glance, we can’t help but notice how out of place the rundown brick arcade looks 
here in futuristic Tomorrowland. Its worn down facade and boarded up windows are far from 
welcoming. The rundown ‘Space Paranoids’ billboard creeks with every gust of wind. The large 
‘FLYNN’S’ sign flickers on and off, almost like a homing beacon. Why would someone tell us to 
come here? We wouldn’t think twice about stepping inside, if not to figure out where that 80’s 

music is coming from...

ENTRY - FLYNN’S ARCADE - ARCADE ROW



Stepping inside the dank building, we are blasted with waves of electric nostalgia. The nearby 

jukebox blasts “Separate Ways” as the familiar sounds of classic games : Pac Man -- Donkey 
Kong -- Star Wars -- Fix-It-Felix Jr. -- send chills up our spine. Covered in plastic to protect from 
dust, it seems that someone recently turned these back on. Perhaps it’s the FLYNN’S ARCADE 
STAFF members that seem to mill about. Curious, we go deeper inside the arcade. 

FLYNN’S ARCADE - GAME REPAIR ROOM

Moving past dusty old game consoles, it’s apparent nobody’s worked here in years. So, who’s 
watching television?  We catch a glimpse of a KABC broadcast. The anchor talks about Alcon, 
a recently discovered computer virus that is causing chaos on computer systems around the 

world. Apparently, the virus attacks and eliminates user’s programs. Efforts to delete it have 
failed. We’d stay and watch more of this newscast, but we’re drawn back onto the arcade floor 
by an oddly familiar item ...

TRON MACHINE

The signature neon blue joystick of the video game ‘TRON’ draws us in. Accentuated by a huge  
neon ‘TRON’ sign and resting against a large brick wall, you can’t help but wonder why this 
particular game is set apart from the rest. The coarse markings on the floor seem to indicate 
that a large vault door used to be here... or, still might be. We’re about to give up on this dead 

end of a journey, but the silently opening brick wall changes our minds. We find ourselves 
peeking inside, revealing something more than just a hidden room... 

KEVIN FLYNN’S LAB

A musty smell hovers over this brick room filled with a maze of circuitry and dated computer 
equipment. The ominous looking digitizing laser device demands attention, and it certainly gets 
ours. We begin to think this wasn’t such a good idea, but that thought vanishes as two large 
monitors FLICKER to life. Digital green text appears, accompanied by an ELECTRONIC VOICE. 

“Greetings users. My name is Tron.  I’m communicating to you from inside the computer world, 
in a place called the Grid. A rogue program, Alcon, has invaded Tron City, and plans to destroy 



the digital frontier built by Kevin Flynn. Many of my fellow rebel programs have attempted and 

failed to revolt against Alcon, so it was necessary to reach beyond the digital world for 
reinforcements. I can’t fight him alone. Please, remain calm. All your questions will be answered 
in just a moment”.  

“End Of Line” flashes on the screen. We hear the massive computers around COME ONLINE. A 

LOUD HUM fills the space. With a WHIRRRRL, the digitizing laser awakens from its sleep and 
positions itself to where we’re standing. WAHCHOOOOM..... we squint as the laser's white 
beam of light overtakes the room. The HUM grows louder. The light thickens. Then, almost 
instantly, it’s over, and we find ourselves silently standing in blackness. 

BEEP. BEEP. A blinking blue light appears above us. The light starts to dance across the ceiling, 
spawning other blue lights. They move in patterns, as if they were drawing an architectural 
outline.  ELECTRONIC YET ORCHESTRAL MUSIC emphasizes the fast process that’s taking 
place. The lights compete their task. Our once brick room is now black with blue lines that 
outline the floor, walls and ceiling. The computerized voice confirms our suspicion - 

“Digitization complete. Welcome to the Grid”

TRON ARCADE - TRON CITY VERSION

We emerge from Flynn’s Office into a path of glowing blue light stantions.  ELECTRIC/
ORCHESTRAL MUSIC pulses, filling all of our senses with the digital influences of the 
computer world. At the far end of this blue room is a floor-to-ceiling monitor. It’s here where 
TRON introduces us to KALA.  Her long black hair, slender build and fiery attitude make us glad 
this program is on our side.  

Kala supplies us with a brief history of the Grid, from Kevin Flynn’s first meeting with Tron, to   
the time Flynn’s son, Sam helped him defeat the evil C.L.U. Alcon’s reign of terror has disrupted 
everything on the grid, even the Exit Portal. Rather than being a stationary portal, it now 
appears at random points for varied amounts of time. When it starts flashing, it’s ready to move. 

This will certainly make getting home interesting. 



Kala lays out our plan. Alcon is preparing to launch an attack on the city from his Solar Sailer, 

which is at the airfield. To defeat Alcon, he’ll need to be injected with a “kill switch”, a virus that 
derezzes other viruses. The kill switch will be loaded into a mechanism that is attached to our 
12-passenger Light Runner vehicle. These vehicles are powered by our digital DNA, so we’ll 
need to let go or hold onto the POWER BATONS that are directly in front of our seats . 

Our seats in the Light Runner will each have an Identity Disk, which we may need to use to 
fend off Alcon’s BLACK GUARDS. To allow her to remotely operate and track our Light Runner, 
she’ll need those of us with ENCOM ID’S to have them ready for scanning. 

LOADING AREA - TRON CITY

Emerging from FLYNN’S ARCADE, we get our first glimpse of the dark and mist covered streets 
of Tron City. Occasional flashes of lightning bounce off the black and neon buildings. The 
distant Tron City Tower dominates the cityscape. We watch as buildings shift color from bright 
blue to deceptive orange, showing that the revolt against Alcon is still wavering with every 

minute. 

Chills run up our spine as we catch a glimpse of our 12-seat Light Runner. The four massive 
wheels pulse with energy as the sleek, reflective body shimmers in the Tron City nighttime. 
On the back of each seat rests the round Identity Disk. Fully powered, and ready for us.  

As our Light Runner pulls into the station, a FLYNN’S ARCADE WORKER (wearing a similar 
outfit as their real-word counterpart, only this one seems to have blue neon piping) asks for our 
ENCOM ID Cards. 

Fully buckled in, we can now see the POWER BATON. While it could also be used as a grab 
handle for a rough journey, the glowing baton glistens with energy. Kala appears on the on-
board monitor and introduces us to our navigator, BIT. A small polyhedral shape that bounces 
around the screen, Bit gives an affirmative “Yes” when asked if we’re ready to go. With a jerk, 
we leave the loading station and head out into the electronic city under siege. 



SCENE 1 - TRON CITY

As our Light Runner glides along the neon city streets, we see immediate evidence of Alcon’s 
chaos.  Vehicles, sidewalks and even entire sides of buildings have been derezzed, leaving only 

hollow, digital shells. Bit alerts to something foreboding with a frantic “No.no.no” . We hold our 
breath as a massive HACKER TANK roars into view. It fires at us... BOOM. BOOM. Massive 
projectile bombs explode around us, ripping huge holes in the street, Kala urges us to power up 
the Light Runner. Our hands give our vehicle the juice it needs to avoid what was sure to be a 
knock-out blow. We ZOOM down an alleyway. Our on-board missiles BLAST a wall. We 

breathe a sigh of relief, but we’ve entered a place where relaxation isn’t an option. 
 
SCENE 2 - THE GAME ARENA

The THUNDEROUS ROAR of thousands of game-hungry programs is our welcoming into the 

massive arena.  An electronic voice booms “Programs... welcome to the games” . A bright light 
scans our faces. Instantly, we see ourselves on the massive area screen. “Opponents accepted. 
Competition selected. Light Cycles” . Bit gets moving, but not before two LIGHT CYCLES leap 
from the area floor. Our heartbeats race as the Light Cycles speed along side of us. The 
ELECTRIC HUM from their LIGHT RIBBONS rips through our ears. A collision is imminent. Kala 

pleads with us to grab our Power Batons. Our action releases our Light Cycle’s light ribbon. We 
make a hairpin turn, which causes the enemy Light Cycles to SLAM into our light ribbon and 
derezz. “We’d better get out of here” squawks Kala. Missiles BLAST away the arena walls, 
marking our escape route. We seek the shelter of a nearby building, but quickly realize we’re far 
from safety. 

SCENE  3 - FACTORY

We examine the mechanically efficient mayhem of a Solar Tanker factory. “No.No.No” blurts 
Bit. Sure enough, we’re blasted by ALARM LIGHTS as a voice booms : “Intruder on factory floor. 



Initiate removal sequence”. Our wheels rev into escape mode, and we roll up onto the Solar 

Tanker conveyor belt. Our hearts race at the sight of mechanical arms whipping into defense 
mode. The metal arms practically graze our heads. We duck for cover as the robotic riveters 
blitz us with white hot rivets. PANG. PANG. The rivets pierce our Light Runner, causing a 
malfunction which stops us cold. BZZT. BZZT.  Electric welders fire up and lumber toward us. 
Kala breathlessly urges everyone to throw their hands on the Power Batons in the hopes it will 

restore power. We grasp with all our might. A sputter. A spark. REVVVVVV. It worked! Our Light 
Cycle peels off the conveyor belt and slams onto the factory floor, the heat from the welders 
brushing against our necks. Two well placed missiles BLAST open a sewer grate, and we head 
underground. 

SCENE 4 - THE UNDERGROUND RESERVOIR

Splashing through the neon illuminated water supply, we see no sign of Alcon’s forces. 
But, Bit’s “No.no.no” warns us that we’re not alone. A SPLASH of water gives way to ELECTRIC 
EELS, snake-like bolts of electricity. We duck our heads as the neon fangs HISSS just out of 

reach. Then, a huge ELECTRIC ROAR, followed by a HUGE WALL OF WATER  scatters the 
eels. What in the world? The jaws of a massive SOLAR SHARK leap at us. Bit counter’s the 
shark’s attack by programming us to SPEED UP, then SLOW DOWN. We can’t out run it, but 
Kala thinks we can blast it. She urges us to release our grip on our Power Batons. We 
SCREECH to a halt, causing the leaping shark to smash its head against the concrete. Two 

quick missiles blow the Shark into binary bits. We rev out of the tunnel and find ourselves in 
just the right place....

SCENE 5 - HANGAR/AIRFIELD

Our eyes dance across the enormous hanger and the various flying vehicles it houses. Out on 
the airfield, we see Alcon’s Solar Sailer being prepped for launch. Kala assesses our plan. We’ll 
have to maneuver around Cargo Crates to avoid being spotted by the Revelators that patrol 
overhead. Cued by his electronic “Yes” and “No” , Bit alerts us when to grasp or release our 
Power Batons. Our chest pounds with every move and close call. Just as we’re in the clear, a 

Revelator spots us. ALARMS WHIRL, The Solar Sailer begins to lift off. We have to reach that 
ship. Bit assesses our options. Spots a vacant Light Jet and its wings, which would make the 



perfect ramp. “Yes.Yes.Yes.” Bit urges us to grab our Power Batons. Our tires SCREEECH.  We 

hit the Light Jet wings perfectly. Gravity smothers our faces as we launch into the air and 
SLAM onto the deck of the Solar Sailor.   

SCENE 6 - ALCON’S SOLAR SAILER

Theres no time for us to admire the amazing view below as WINGED BLACK GUARDS 
descend on our Light Runner. It’s the perfect chance to use our Identity Disks. We grab our 
Power Batons, which launches our disks into the air with an electronic WIZZZZZZZZ. We miss. 
We shoot again. Yes! We got one! The Black Guards shatter in slow-motion, derezzing in 
defeat. 

A THUNDEROUS ELECTRONIC LAUGH resonates across the deck of the ship. It’s ALCON. 
Bulging muscles flood his skin-tight black body suit. Glowing red eyes radiate terror, even 
through the jet black helmet he wears. Armed with two LIGHT SWORDS, Alcon is a virus in 
action, and in attitude. It’s hard not to gasp at this intimidating foe. 

Alcon leaps around with BLURRING SPEED, making it virtually impossible for Kala to get a 
kill switch lock on him.  We instinctively duck at his attacks. With a swift swoop from his Light 
Sword, Alcon slices the floor around our Light Runner. Buckling under the weight, the floor 
SNAPS. Our screams of terror synchronize with Alcon’s screams of delight as we helplessly 

plummet towards the streets below. 

SCENE 7 - TRON CITY TRANSIT

Tumbling towards the ground, we’re sure we’re done for. Bit, having other plans, kicks into gear 

with some in-air maneuvering of our Light Runner. Using the last of our missiles to propel us to 
a safe landing spot, we KLUNK onto the tracks of Tron City’s Light Rail. 

Alcon swoops in and SMASHES onto the hood of our Light Runner. Out of missiles, we can 
only watch as his Light Swords slice the front of our Light Runner. Bit frantically chimes 

“No.no.no.” as our vehicle quickly drains of power. We look around for help. It can’t get worse, 
right?  



A distant, yet incoming Light Rail answers us with a HOOONK. The rail’s headlight an indication 
of how close our impending collision is. Kala cooks up one last option... let Alcon strike our car, 
power up, and flood his circuits with the kill switch. 

Alcon thrusts his sword into the Light Runner -- Kala screams “NOW” -- We grasp our Power 

Batons -- with all our might ---holding Alcon frozen with electricity --The kill switch fires --
Imbeds itself in Alcon’s chest -- We tighten our grips on the Power Batons, almost willing our 
energy into defeating Alcon -- He derezzes into a blaze of light -- Particles fly around us -- The 
blast pushes us off the tracks, narrowly missing a collision with the Light Rail. With a THUD, we 
land battered, but intact, on the streets of Tron City. 

SCENE 8 - RACE TO THE PORTAL

We exhale as Kala congratulates us on a mission well done.  Now, how can we get out of here? 
WHOOSH. As if on cue, an Exit Portal appears by the base of Tron City Tower. We can make it! 

Our Light Runner takes off, but we’re running at 50% of power. Our hearts race as the portal 
gets closer. Suddenly, BLASTS OF ENERGY pulse around us. The streets... the buildings... 
everything is derezzing!  We jitter and shake, avoiding debris as we speed towards the portal. 
Suddenly, it begins to flash. We’re not going to make it! Kala urges us to grasp our Power 

Batons, we’re going in, Light Runner and everything. Our hearts pump. Closer. Closer. The last 
flash from the portal as it disappears, with US INSIDE. 

SCENE 9 - EXIT PORTAL 

It’s a swirling storm of clouds, light and wind. Our Light Runner twirls and spins,  as if we’ve 
been picked up inside a hurricane. The MUSIC SWELLS TO A TRIUMPHANT ORCHESTRAL 
CONCLUSION as the digitized world seems to evaporate around us. We hold our breath at the 
sight of the neon blue architecture giving way to the familiar concrete and bricks of our world. 
We can still see a tower in front of us, but it’s...

UNLOAD STATION - ENCOM TOWER VALET



A puzzled ENCOM VALET greets us as we pull up to the main plaza of ENCOM TOWER. 
Surprised, but maintaining composure, he politely asks us to step out of our vehicle. He’ll take it 
from here. We unfasten our seat belts and step out, still breathless from our journey to the grid 
and back. We could go for a drink of water, or, after seeing what’s on the first floor of ENCOM 
Tower, a souvenir. 

ENCOM EMPORIUM

Frosted glass windows and cool steel shelves accentuate ENCOM EMPORIUM, a small 
museum featuring some of ENCOM’s breakthroughs in defense, software, gaming and 

computer operating systems. A huge wall-mounted timeline chronicles the company’s history. 
We take time to examine the mugs, polo shirts, shot glasses, iPad cases and other assorted  
items emblazoned with the ENCOM logo. Perhaps the store’s most puzzling feature is the 
security row of monitors, which, somehow, show pictures of us in our Light Runners. It’s 
certainly tempting to pick up a photo from our adventure, even if we’re not sure how the 

computer could capture our image so strikingly perfect. 
 

 


